Point of Contrast #5

HABITS
Your Priorities and Routines

In the “Girls Gone Wise” book, read the fifth point of contrast between the Wild Thing and the Wise Thing (pages 71-82), and then answer the following questions:

1. How does constantly being “out-and-about” contribute to a woman being a Girl-Gone-Wild?

2. Make a list of the habits and disciplines that you think a wise woman aims to incorporate into her life.

3. Based on your habits, what are your top 5 priorities?
2. Compare your habits to the habits of a Girl-Gone-Wise. Evaluate to what extent each statement describes you:

1. *Her habits are self-disciplined and not self-indulgent.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

2. *She habitually attends to matters of personal faith and character.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

3. *She habitually attends to the needs of her household.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

4. *She habitually attends to Kingdom mission and ministry.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

5. *She habitually attends to beneficial (and not idle) pursuits.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

6. *She and her household reap the reward of her disciplined lifestyle.*

   0 1 2 3 4 5
   This does NOT describe me  This accurately describes me

5. Do you have a heart for your home? What homefront “habits” do you have a tendency to neglect?

6. What adjustments do you need to make to ensure that your priorities are in the right order?